Immediate loading: Is it possible to be simpler?

The use of narrow diameter implants is growing around the world. Patients demands requesting immediate results are rising. Also, avoiding extensive surgeries is a public demand. Lots of practitioners lack both trust and information regarding narrow diameter implants. This presentation will show some easy approaches to solve many clinical problems. The dependability and success of narrow diameter implants will be extensively shown, with long-term evaluation. This presentation shows how difficult clinical situations can be addressed with a simplified protocol. Moreover, the design of narrow body implants will be discussed as a valid definitive treatment tool. Long term follow up situations will be shown. With all the companies offering new designs, the success shown by narrow diameter implants have pushed more companies to be involved.

After being considered as a temporary measure, lots of companies started to manufacture those narrow diameter (body) implants. Nowadays, some manufacturers have come up with two-piece narrow implants. Also, lots of prosthetic accessories are available.
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